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June 24, 2021

1. PACKAGE THE CHALLENGE - IDENTIFY YOUR CHALLENGE & STAKEHOLDERS
Choose one challenge you want to focus on today. Make a list of ALL of the Stakeholders, both internal and 

external, that are impacted by the Challenge. Choose one to focus on today (who is feeling the most pain?) 

What is your Challenge?

Stakeholders impacted:

How do you think your Stakeholder would talk about this Challenge?

2. ASSESS UNCERTAINTY - IDENTIFY YOUR KNOWNS AND UNKNOWNS
Document what you know for sure and what you still need to learn about your Challenge and Stakeholder.

KNOWNS - What do I know for sure? UNKNOWNS - What do I still need to learn?

Challenge:
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KNOWNS - What do I know for sure? UNKNOWNS - What do I still need to learn?

Stakeholder:

3. UNDERSTAND STAKEHOLDERS – WRITE THREE EMPATHY INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
Look at your greatest Unknowns (what you still need to learn) about your Challenge and Stakeholder.
Write three questions that will help you better understand this uncertainty.

NOTES:
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	What is your challenge?: Our current process for managing employee expense requires a lot of staff time and paper. Employees submitting expense requests have to stay on top of their receipts and track expenses in a spreadsheet for our A/P staff to review and process. 
	How do you think your stakeholder would talk about this challenge?: Finance staff members may be concerned with learning a new process and whether they will still be needed if the process is automated.Employees submitting expenses may range from enthusiastic early adopters to skeptical slow starters.CFO will want to successfully implement an automated, remote-friendly process to ensure employee satisfaction and productivity and make a sound investment.
	What stakeholders are impacted by this challenge?: Employees who submit expense requests; CFO; Managers; Accounts Payable and other finance staff members
	What do I know for sure about this challenge?: We have a full-time staff member processing employee expense reports.Expense reports are sometimes filed late or with errors.Receipts and other supporting documentation can get lost in the process.It takes staff time to reconcile the credit card charges to the receipts.
	What do I still need to learn about this challenge?: What isn't working today and where breakdowns happen in the process; How much the current process is costing our organization
	What do I know for sure about my stakeholder?: Employees sometimes delay submitting their expense reports because it's such a frustrating and time-intensive process.Our A/P staff is bogged down manually matching receipts to line items in expense reports, validating calculations and codes, and going back and forth with their colleagues for additional information.Managers struggle to keep expenses within budget because they don't have visibility into expenses as they're occurring throughout the month.
	What do I still need to learn about my stakeholder?: How much time it currently takes an employee to submit an expense report;How much time it currently takes our A/P clerk to review an expense report and process a reimbursement;What the biggest challenges our staff members are experiencing in the current process;General willingness of our staff members to change this process
	Write three empathy interview questions: How do you feel about the current expense process? What challenges are you experiencing? How could we make the process better for you?If you had more time, how would you want to spend it?
	Notes: 


